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Details of Visit:

Author: Alan256
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 14 Aug 2013 12:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 450
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

A smart clean and spacious flat. Easy to access with good quality facilities, shower etc.

The Lady:

Rio has black hair and is 5'3" tall with a 30FF bust. She looks better than her photos. Rio is British
and 27 years old.

The Story:

It had been arranged…by my girl – Joy. I was going to experience a full on BDSM tie and tease
session but I didn’t know it! That was my fantasy which had Rio fully committed in the planning and
the execution. A very well dressed holiday sales representative met and wined me. Oh yes, she
was some sexy looking bit of stuff. Snug fitting dress; big tits; shapely rounded arse and full red lips.
I was asked to help set the scene - to explain my holiday with Joy. I was naked under a towel after a
shower and as a part of my fantasy Rio started to read a dirty BDSM story aloud just for our
excitement…..I got harder and harder – quite a horny experience to share with a woman such as Rio!
When we had finished - Please drop the towel to make yourself comfortable she said! And there
was the old beat up wicker chair I was invited to sit on in the centre of the room – it had no bottom –
so my arse and balls dropped right through leaving my cock sticking up in the air! Rio tied my hands
behind me to the chair so I couldn’t pull the blindfold down…it would spoil the surprise I was about to
receive. A thick leather (I could smell and feel it) collar was fitted around my neck and a lead was
stuffed in my mouth between my teeth! The blindfold was removed and there was Mistress Rio -
waist pinched in a tight corset, pvc thong and stockings and sexy black heels – but she was carrying
a leather whip. She whipped the top of my thighs and asked if I wanted marking to which I replied
no! However I did ask for it to be harder until it stung , then, she started to whip me under the chair
onto my exposed and distended arse and balls, harder and harder she went until it stung nicely.
After some more parading around for my enjoyment (I think) she undid my bindings and led me by
the collar to the settee and pushed me down. Then she tied my wrists and ankles so that I was
hogtied and almost bent double. Following that she tugged me by my collar to sit down at the table.
Rio took her thong off and rubbed it all around her open wet cunt and gave it to me to suck and eat.
Then she sprung up onto the table and sat down with her beautiful open pussy directly facing my
eyes, mouth and nose…she proceeded to tie my cock and balls up tightly and wanked her pussy
furiously encouraging me to get closer and closer…..she came strongly and squirted hot juice all
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over me and a large puddle over the table! You guessed it…I had to lick it all up…which I did
enthusiastically, my tongue first followed by my nose and lips – sucking it up and swallowing. Finally
– Rio instructing me to be more thorough I used my hair as a mop! I’m sure somewhere I had a
slap around the face but it was such a full on session the memory confuses. The tie and tease
continued to build up when I was untied and told to lick, suck and eat her fanny out and rim her arse
hole. I was also allowed to lick and suck her tits however I had a few more lashes with the whip
because I touched her sexy body ungraciously or in one case dared to look hungrily when I hadn’t
asked! I must say that while this was a BDSM tease session that I have not experienced the like of
before Rio was very caring for my wellbeing….for example having poured wine down my open mouth
for the 6th time while I was bound up she very quickly pulled me to an upright position when I
started to choke and cough a little. She also carefully rubbed my wrists and ankles to ensure full
circulation when she released my hogtie. This was a very satisfying BDSM and tie and tease
session that completely met the requirements of the fantasy that we had set up earlier – so much so
that I have to wait until the next session for completion of my ‘fem dom’ expectations! Rio did leave
me with a wet slippery teaser for the follow on action! See you some time later Rio – thanks for a
fun time, and frankly, a new experience. Kisses - if I may? Alan xxx
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